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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents our approach for solving the IEEE VAST 

2014 Mini Challenge 1. To solve this challenge we performed 

different tasks related to data processing and utilized different 

visualization techniques to explore the data.  In this paper we 

present our application VACI: Visual Analytics for Criminal 

Investigation and discuss the design and the features.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The VAST challenge is a fictitious data set used for cyber-

security analysis and is comprised of four challenges. Mini 

Challenge 1 relates to criminal activities that happened in Abila. 

The aim of the challenge is to understand the events about 

kidnapping of several GASTech employees and to find the 

potential people involved. To address this challenge we initially 

explored the problem and datasets using various tools including 

RapidMiner and Tableau. After this exploration stage we 

concluded that these tools did not provide appropriate features for 

parsing files, performing analysis, and visualizing the data to 

solve the questions in the Challenge. Instead we developed our 

own application VACI: Visual Analytics for Criminal 

Investigation to find solutions to the problems presented.  

2 VACI: VISUAL ANALYTICS FOR CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION  

VACI is a visual analytics application developed to solve Mini 

Challenge 1. The data for this challenge comes in the form of 

newspaper documents and other related data sets to support the 

documents. VACI is comprised of two independent dashboards: 

Document Analysis Dashboard and Network Analysis Dashboard  

(Figures 2 and 3). The Document Analysis Dashboard is used for 

solving questions related to text search like finding event, time, 

dates and reasons for the incident. The Network Analysis 

Dashboard is used for solving questions related to connections 

between different people working in GASTech and POK.  

The dashboards contain different visualizations, which help 

security analysts to extract insight from the data.  While designing 

our dashboard we were concerned that all the components of the 

analysis must appear on the same screen as changing or scrolling 

the screen can make security analyst forgot about previous data. 

VACI is a web based visual analytics application implemented 

with different visualization toolkits including D3.js and 

Highchart.js, and Stanford NLP for text mining [1,2,3]. 

 

2.1 Search 

To begin solving the problems in the challenge an analyst must 

first perform a search. There are two separate search sections in 

VACI for each dashboard: Document Query Section and Network 

Query Section (Figure 1). The search features help analysts to 

search and filter data in the visualizations in the dashboards. 

Suppose in the Document Analysis Dashboard an analyst wants to 

search documents that contain events related to the kidnapping 

during 20 and 21 January 2014. To perform this task the analyst 

will go to the Document Query Section and enter the date range in 

the “To” and “From” fields. The analyst can then add key words 

to search for documents that contain words such as “kidnapping” 

by entering the words into the “Search” field. The results of the 

search query populate the data in the visualizations within the 

dashboard. The Network Query Section also has search features 

for analyzing data on the Network Analysis Dashboard. 

2.2 Document Analysis Dashboard 

The Document Analysis Dashboard shows visualizations 

related to text mining of documents. The visualizations are 

populated once an analyst submits a search query. Following the 

question from the Search section an analyst wants to get insight 

about the word “kidnapping”. The first four visualizations in the 

Document Analysis Dashboard (Figure 2) show group analysis on 

the documents. A bar chart shows the number of documents date 

wise where “kidnapping” word has appeared more (Viz1). The 

document section shows all documents in the selected date range 

(Viz2). A word cloud shows the most frequently used words in 

documents with the “kidnapping” keyword (Viz3). Another word 

cloud shows the most frequently used words in a categorized way 

(i.e. name of person, organization, money, location, time and date) 

(Viz4). If an analyst found any suspicious words they can then 

apply filters to adjust the visualization to provide clues for solving 

the crime. For exploring detail about a specific word an analyst 

can select the word from either of the word clouds (Viz2 and 

Viz3) and display a parallel coordinates visualization (Viz5). The 

parallel coordinate shows all documents that contain that word. 

The purpose of this visualization is to group documents on the 

basis of different aspects (i.e. date and headlines). Suppose there 

is multiple documents with the same headlines then exploring a 

 

 

Figure 1: Search Section 



single document with the same headline will give details on 

demand about a document with this headline. Finally an analyst is 

provided with highlighted documents on the dashboard for the 

selected documents in the parallel coordinates visualization 

(Viz6). Documents are highlighted to help understanding on the 

basis of the type of words like name of person, organisation, 

money, location, time and date.  

Visualizations on this dashboard are synchronized together so 

changes in one visualization update the data in other 

visualizations and allows an analyst to perform stepwise 

exploration of the data. Initially the dashboard has no 

visualizations on display but once an analyst submits a search 

query Viz1-4 are displayed and updated on subsequent queries. 

Furthermore in dashboard Viz1 is synchronized with Viz2-4. If an 

analyst selects a bar in Viz1 representing a particular date, the 

result of selection updates and shows data for that particular date 

in Viz2-4. Viz3 and Viz4 are synchronized with Viz5. When an 

analyst selects a word from the word cloud (i.e. Viz3 and Viz4), 

Viz5 then shows the document related to the selected word. 

Finally, Viz6 is updated after selections of data from Viz5.  

2.3 Network Analysis Dashboard 

The Network Analysis Dashboard (Figure 3) focuses on tasks 

related to the analysis and finding potential connections between 

GASTech employees and POK members. To accomplish these 

tasks we implemented network graphs (Viz7 and Viz8). 

Visualizations on this dashboard are displayed after submitting a 

search query from the Network Query Section. Both 

visualizations are independent.  

Viz7 represents the relationships extracted from the documents 

as a graph where the nodes represent names of people from 

GASTech and POK. The edges between the nodes show that both 

names appeared in the same document. Edges between nodes are 

labeled with the document number in common. The document 

number was provided with the purpose so that an analyst can click 

on the number and examine the content of the document and 

explore details related to potential connections.  

Viz8 is a graph used to visualize suspicious emails and people 

who are related to that email. The larger nodes in the graph are 

emails and smaller nodes are people who are related to that email. 

Selecting the node displays the email. An edge between the nodes 

represents an email ID and a node can represent either the sender 

or receiver of the email. Once a suspicious email and group of 

people have been identified an analyst can then further explore the 

names of people in the Document Analysis Dashboard.  
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Figure 2: Document Analysis Dashboard 

Figure 3: Network Analysis Dashboard 


